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Does Your Website Meet Potential Customers’ Needs?

How to Conduct Usability Tests to Discover the Answer

by Daphne A. Jameson

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This CHR tool explains how hospitality managers can evaluate the extent to which their hotel or restaurant website meets potential customers’ needs by means of usability tests. As hospitality businesses seek to drive more business to their own websites rather than third-party sites, websites must not only look appealing but also be easy to use so that potential customers can find information quickly and easily. Functionality is equally important for internal websites, such as those used to communicate with employees about policies and benefits. In addition to explaining how to conduct usability tests, the report provides sample test results and summarizes recent research on website structure and functioning.
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Are you certain that your company websites do the best possible job attracting new customers, answering clients’ questions, or helping employees understand benefit options? Professionally designed websites with beautiful photos and colorful designs do not necessarily meet the needs of intended users. To succeed, websites must above all be functional so that users can easily accomplish their purposes in visiting the site, such as to book rooms, arrange meetings, plan events, identify possible convention sites, make vacation itineraries, apply for jobs, or choose employee benefits. This CHR tool provides detailed instructions for usability testing, a method that determines whether intended users can navigate a website successfully in a reasonable time frame to obtain information needed to make decisions. The process is illustrated with examples from usability tests conducted on 30 hotel websites.
Usability testing does not have to be expensive to be effective. This CHR tool shows how hospitality managers can evaluate and improve their own websites in a low-cost way. The CHR tool explains what usability testing is, why such testing is relevant for hospitality companies, what benefits you can gain, and how to conduct usability tests on your external and internal websites.

What is usability testing?
Hospitality companies rely on web designers and information-technology staff to create and maintain websites. Before major upgrades, you may turn to outside experts to evaluate websites and propose changes. Yet, in many cases, these evaluations are based exclusively on what is called heuristic testing, in which experts examine the website to determine how well it complies with a set of established principles and standards. To be sure, in constructing your site, you should use the principles established by research in web design, such as those shown in the sidebar at right, and studies of how to create content and organize pages, as described on page 13. Though valuable, heuristic testing does not measure how actual users interact with the website.

In contrast, usability testing is based on observations of people actually using the website for a particular purpose, such as finding sufficient information on which to decide whether to reserve a room or book an event. By observing and recording data about the interaction between the user and the website, you can learn whether the user achieved the goal and, if so, in how much time, through what website pathway, and with what level of satisfaction. With website testing, you can learn whether the user needed to visit six pages in ten minutes or two pages in one minute to find the information necessary to make a decision. Furthermore, if the user does not succeed in finding the information and making a decision, you can identify where the barriers occurred. Examples of barriers include broken links, inadequate content, out-of-date information, and unclear pathway connections. If you find out what the barriers are, you can then eliminate them.

In summary, heuristic testing concerns what experts think; usability testing concerns what users do.

---

Seven design and navigation standards that make websites more usable

Research about how people use websites reveals that these design and navigation standards are most relevant and most supported with evidence:

1. **Use simple, easy-to-read page designs.** Align elements in consistent grid patterns and signal the hierarchy of ideas by placing important items towards the top. Avoid clutter and control visual density by balancing blank space, graphics, and text.

2. **Group related navigation elements.** Place the primary navigation menus on the left and limit the number of items, usually to no more than seven. For links and tab labels, choose phrasing that will be most clear to intended users, which may be different from phrasing that insiders prefer.

3. **Minimize scrolling.** Eliminate horizontal scrolling. If vertical scrolling is necessary, highlight key words and headings to help readers. Write page content as if it were divided into a series of index cards; this will make the site easier to read on mobile devices’ small screens.

4. **Ensure visual consistency and clarity.** Make strong contrasts between text and background colors. Choose familiar fonts that are large enough for easy reading. Highlight important words and information.

5. **Group related items into lists.** Choose a logical order, usually with most important items at the top. Introduce lists to give users the context.

6. **Reduce users’ frustrations.** Provide a search option on each page. Base the search function on terms and vocabulary that intended users are likely to enter. To help users enter data in forms, for instance to make reservations, label the fields clearly and consistently. Distinguish required from optional fields and anticipate typical errors.

7. **Consider cultural differences and accessibility needs.** For instance, take into account how colors symbolize different things in different cultures. Make the site accessible to the greatest number of users; for example, include a font-resizing option and a text transcript of video clips for low-vision users.

---


### Exhibit 1

**Sample issues resolved by web usability testing**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concern</th>
<th>Benefit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A hotel marketing manager wants the website to attract more business-meeting planners.</td>
<td>Usability testing can identify which pages attract meeting planners’ attention and which do not, as well as which are most persuasive.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The owner of a bed-and-breakfast wants the website to provide enough local information without overwhelming potential guests.</td>
<td>Usability testing can determine how long potential guests spend on the site and which types of information are most important to them.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A human resources manager wonders whether line employees can find benefit information quickly and easily on the company’s internal website.</td>
<td>Usability testing can reveal whether employees can find information they need and how long they will search before giving up.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A restaurant owner hopes to book more wedding receptions but is unsure whether the website provides sufficient information about menus, prices, and services.</td>
<td>Usability testing can show which details are of greatest interest to potential brides and how long they spend one site before moving on to a competitor’s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The director of a convention and visitors bureau wants to attract more organizers of health-care related conventions and trade shows.</td>
<td>Usability testing can tell which website elements most attract such potential clients.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An amusement park manager wants potential summer employees to apply on line rather than just showing up in person.</td>
<td>Usability testing can indicate what barriers cause potential employees not to complete on-line applications.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The owner of a tour company wants to target professionals ages 25 to 35 for a new series of adventure vacations.</td>
<td>Usability testing can document how such potential customers interact with the website and how fast they make decisions about their level of interest in such vacations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A marketing executive for a cruise line wants to allay people’s fears about the dangers of cruise ships.</td>
<td>Usability testing can document what elements on the website increase or decrease people’s fears about cruise ships.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### How are usability tests conducted?

Usability testing typically involves a small number of testers chosen because they have characteristics of some target audience. Developers of this methodology have argued that using as few as five testers identifies most problems, and using more than fifteen testers rarely identifies any additional problems. Many studies use eight to ten testers, sometimes working in pairs, hoping to identify about 85 percent of the problems. Users are given a scenario that describes a business situation and their purpose in consulting the website. They may be seeking to answer a specific factual question (e.g., Does Hotel X have a ballroom big enough for my convention banquet?) or to gather enough information to make a business decision (e.g., Does Hotel X offer the types of catering, facilities, and services that make me want to consider it as a site for my association’s convention?). Then the users visit the website to try to accomplish the purpose set forth in the scenario. It is important to remember that it is the website that is being tested, not the users.

Data about the test can be collected via direct observation, video recording, audio recording (if users are asked to verbalize their thoughts aloud during the test), electronic trails (i.e., sequence of pages visited), post-test questionnaires, and debriefing interviews. Testers may do the work at different times and places.

---


Why is usability testing relevant to hospitality companies?

Usability testing is especially useful for hotel and restaurant websites because these form such critical entry doors to business relationships. In the past, for instance, it took substantial time and effort for meeting planners to gather information about possible hotels where they could hold an event or convention; now they can skim dozens of hotel websites quickly and easily. If one website is hard to navigate or lacks important information, meeting planners simply move on to another. Hotels whose websites are visually attractive but functionally inadequate will lose potential clients quickly without even knowing it. Similarly quick decision making occurs for potential customers deciding where to dine or where to vacation. However, when users perceive a website's usability to be high, their trust in and satisfaction with the site and its sponsor increase.7

Usability testing is also useful to improve internal websites. In the past, employees attended group meetings or individual conferences to learn about company benefits, for instance. Now, this increasingly complex information is on internal websites that employees navigate by themselves in order to make decisions about such matters as career advancement opportunities and health-care benefits. If an internal website is confusing, employees may make bad decisions without the employer even knowing.

Past studies of hotel and travel websites relied on users' perceptions of usability as reported in surveys, rather than on actual usability testing.8 The findings were that users perceived that the websites’ usability was low. One study that did usability tests of a well-known hotel's website identified over 300 problems with it.9

Who could benefit from usability testing?

Exhibit 1 shows examples of concerns that usability testing would help hospitality managers resolve. In each case, a usability test would help the manager or owner understand how the target audience typically interacted with the website, how easy or difficult it was to find information on which to make a decision, and how long it took to find such information. In addition, a usability test would reveal what barriers to successful communication might exist, such as broken links, illogical pathways, or insufficient factual information.

What kinds of information can a usability test of a hotel website reveal?

A study of 30 hotel websites, conducted at Cornell’s School of Hotel Administration, illustrates the types of information usability testing can provide. As part of a class project, students in a management communication course analyzed websites of a wide variety of hotel properties located throughout the United States. Each website was independently evaluated by 10 or more users, who followed the defined test scenario shown in Exhibit 2 and answered the questions shown in Exhibit 3, overleaf. In this scenario, users took the perspective of business meeting planners who were researching which hotels met the company's needs as sites for a series of upcoming events. This study was conducted in a university computer lab.

Sample Test Findings

Based on this study, let's look at the findings about the website of Hotel #1, a well-known, 800-room property in the western United States, to see what types of information usability tests reveal:

---


Time elapsed. Adopting the perspective of meeting planners, the website users spent an average of 8 minutes exploring the website in order to decide whether to put this property in the “Yes” category, which would mean that the property would remain on the list of good possibilities. The scenario specified that the next step would be for an assistant to contact the sales department of each property on the “Yes” list to obtain more detailed information, such as group pricing. The range of time that the 16 testers spent exploring the website was 3 to 13 minutes. Those who looked at the website for the longest times were most likely to make positive decisions about keeping the property in the “Yes” category.

Number and sequence of pages. Users looked at an average of 19 page views of Hotel #1’s website, with a range of 5 to 44, counting pages that were visited more than once. This is made clear from the computer browsers’ history feature, which shows the sequence of pages visited, including backtracks. Some browsers also record the amount of time spent on each page so you can identify which particular pages are biggest draws for particular types of users. In this case, users paused for the longest time on pages that showed the meeting room floor plans and also on the sales brochure, a PDF file that was linked to the website. Users who visited the fewest pages put the property in the “No” category before ever viewing the floor plans. These users eliminated the property from consideration after viewing photos alone. The overwhelming majority of users, however, did put the property in the “Yes” category.

Decision about whether to consider the property further. Thirteen of the 16 users concluded that “Yes, based on the website information, this hotel seems like a good place for one of the regional meetings, and I want to keep it on the list of possibilities.” The ratings of the hotel as a possible place for company meetings, based on website information, ranged from 3 to 9 on a 10-point scale, where 10 was most positive. The average was 7.5. When asked what elements of the website most influenced their decisions, the 13 users who were positive typically mentioned the substantive information, easy navigation, and establishment of credibility. The three users who were negative said that the hotel’s photos did not look enticing or exciting.

Positive and negative website elements. This usability test also asked users to comment on the positive and negative aspects of the website. Users often complimented the logical structure of the website and its depth of information, including floor plans, a sales brochure, podcasts, contact information (names and phone numbers of sales people), photos, and testimonials. Users liked an e-events booking feature that made it possible to book events for up to 25 people on line. Negative aspects of the website that users mentioned included small, hard-to-read font sizes on some

### Exhibit 3

**Sample questions for a usability test**

1. How long did you take to make a well-informed decision?
   
   Start time: _____ End time: _____
   
   Elapsed time in minutes: _______

2. How many screens did you look at? _______. To see your list of screens, view your browser’s history “by order visited today.” Print the list.

3. Referring to the test scenario, what is your decision?

   - [ ] Yes, based on the website information, this hotel seems like a good place for one of the regional meetings, and I want to keep it on the list of possibilities.
   
   - [ ] No, based on the website information, this hotel does not seem like a good place for one of the regional meetings, and I want to eliminate it from the list of possibilities.

   **Rate the quality of this hotel as a place for your company’s meetings based on the website information. The scale is 1–10, with 1 = totally unacceptable and 10 = excellent. ________**

4. What elements of the hotel website most influenced your decision about this hotel?

5. How easy to use was the website? Circle your answer and add an explanation:

   - [ ] 1 = very easy
   - [ ] 2 = moderately easy
   - [ ] 3 = neutral
   - [ ] 4 = moderately difficult or frustrating
   - [ ] 5 = very difficult or frustrating

   **Explanation:**

6. How much information did the website give you? Circle your answer and add an explanation:

   - [ ] 1 = not enough
   - [ ] 2 = less than I wanted
   - [ ] 3 = just the right amount
   - [ ] 4 = more than I wanted
   - [ ] 5 = too much

   **Explanation:**

7. From the user’s perspective, what are your positive comments about the website?

8. From the user’s perspective, what are your negative comments about the website?

9. What specific suggestions would you make to improve the website?
pages, the low resolution of photos in an opening slide show, an inconsistency in the way meeting room information was presented, and the awkward sizing of PDF documents.

**Suggestions.** Users rated the website’s ease of use “moderately easy” and the amount of information “just the right amount.” Though these results are positive, the subsequent open-ended questions provided several suggestions that Hotel #1 could use to make its website even better. Recurring comments concerned the scrolling required on many pages and the difficulty of reading the PDF documents, such as the floor plans and sales brochure, without resizing them. Although users were overall positive about the content of the website, most requested more details about banquets and catering, including sample menus, which the website lacked. Some users also requested more information about the technology available in the meeting rooms.

**Overall.** Usability testing thus showed that Hotel #1’s website was effectively meeting most needs of corporate meeting planners but could be improved with some technological adjustments in scrolling and PDF sizing, as well as the addition of more specific catering and banquet information.

The findings of this study are limited by several factors. The testers were university students, and thus were younger than the meeting planners they were asked to portray. Although the testers were not experienced in meeting planning, all had work experience in either hotels or restaurants and, as hospitality majors, were interested and engaged in the hotel website evaluations. It would be well worth the time for Hotel #1 to consider their suggestions.

**How can usability tests of hotel websites provide a competitive advantage?**

Another benefit of usability testing is to compare the websites of competing properties. For instance, you might conduct tests of your and your direct competitors’ websites to identify which is easier to use, which has more information targeted to a specific type of clientele, or which has a faster way to make reservations.

The results of the Cornell study described above also can be used to make this type of comparison. Let’s look at the results for Hotel #4 and Hotel #29, for example, which are similar size and type properties, located in the same West Coast city. The results of the usability tests, however, were strikingly different. When asked if they wanted to keep Hotel #4 in the pool of possible sites for their company’s business meetings, only 25 percent of the users said “yes,” whereas all agreed to retain Hotel #29. The rating of the hotels based on the website information was 5.5 (out of 10) for #4 and 8.5 for #29.

What in their websites accounted for the different results? It certainly was not the time spent exploring the websites. Users spent an average of 8.5 minutes on website #4 and 8.0 minutes on #29. The range was slightly wider for #4 (4–20 minutes) than for #29 (3–15 minutes). However, when we consider the number of page views, an important distinction appears. Although users spent on average no more time looking at the two websites, they looked at about half as many pages on website #4. This suggests that the pages were harder to find, to read, or to understand. The explanations in the open-ended questions confirm this conclusion that both website #4’s structure and its navigation were less than ideal. Users said that the website was “confusing” and “too complex” because it had “irrelevant information everywhere,” “too many things going on at once,” “embedded links that don’t make sense,” slow loading times, and a virtual tour that did not work well.

Suggested improvements for Hotel #4’s website included adding specific dimensions for the floor plans and adding more photos of meeting rooms to give the planner a clearer sense of what they are really like. Many users recommended changing the website’s color scheme of vivid primary hues because it seemed “kid-like” or “like McDonald’s,” rather than supporting the claims that the hotel provided a “stylish and relaxed atmosphere for meetings” and had a “grand, elegant restaurant.” The disconnect between the website text and its colors exacerbated the problems in structure and navigation. These were the reasons that 75 percent of the users put Hotel #4 in the “No” category.

The response to the website of Hotel #29 was quite different. Users were able to look at many more pages in the same amount of time and thus gained more information about the property. They noted that scrolling down was never necessary, that the top navigation bar allowed easy maneuvering throughout the site, and that the menus on each page were easy to use. A typical comment was “In a minimal number of clicks, I was able to extract just what I needed.” Users appreciated having sales persons’ names and phone numbers for follow up, complete dimensions of function rooms, catering menus, examples of companies that had held events there, and a specific “meeting planner” section. The design and color scheme were described as professional, classy, and suitable for business meetings. Website text conveyed to users that the hotel staff would be flexible and work with them cooperatively to make their functions a success.

Even though website #29 received high marks, the testers offered specific suggestions for making the website even better. Recommendations included adding a table or other way to compare all the function rooms at once, more photos of meeting rooms, and more information about meeting amenities. Overall, a typical user comment was “I like the usability and elegance of this website, as well as its simplic-
It. That type of response translated into the hotel’s perfect record of having every user put it in the “Yes” category, indicating the desire to follow up with the sales department in person to get more information.

In sum, whether your hotel’s website needs major improvements like #4 or just small refinements like #29, a usability study could give you many ideas of how make your website more effective in attracting a particular type of clientele. But can such advice be obtained for a reasonable cost?

How can costs of usability testing be minimized?
Fear of the costs of usability testing has prevented many hospitality companies from reaping the benefits of this important business tool. It’s true that professionally conducted testing programs are costly. One British consulting company estimates a cost of £5,250 (about $8,486) plus tax for a single usability test with six users. An American market research company says that a typical study with 8 to 12 users costs $12,000 to $18,000.

However, hospitality managers can conduct their own usability tests at relatively low cost. As demonstrated with the pilot test above, such tests can be effective in providing helpful information. Thus, almost any individual manager or owner can afford usability testing. The next section provides detailed but easy-to-use instructions for hospitality managers who want to conduct their own usability tests of websites.

How to conduct usability tests on your website

Step 1: Define your purpose.
Usability tests work best when they have a specific focus on a particular target audience and a particular question. Examples of these are the “concerns” listed in Exhibit 1, which discusses who benefits from usability testing. Sometimes a concern arises from a problem. For instance, a hotel manager may be distressed about a steady decline in the number of conventions, or a human resource manager may fear that employees do not understand their benefit packages. In other cases, the concern arises not from a problem but from a desire for expansion into new business markets. For instance, a restaurant owner may want to appeal to prospective brides who could schedule receptions, or a tour operator may want to reach potential customers in a specific age group.

Step 2: Develop a scenario and questions that match your purpose.
The scenario used in the Cornell study (shown in Exhibit 2) and the associated questions for testers (in Exhibit 3) provide an example of how you might phrase these key documents. The scenario needs to be detailed enough to help testers have the right frame of mind when doing the test and answering the questions. This is especially important if, as in our study, testers are asked to play a role or imagine themselves in a circumstance other than their own. Pretest the scenario and questions to ensure that they are unambiguous. Ask specifically how the questions might be misunderstood.

Step 3: Plan the logistics of the test.
If you have a quiet office with a computer available, you could conduct the test there. Tests can be scheduled to do the test one at a time over several weeks if necessary. Most tests will take no more than an hour, so they could be scheduled sequentially over several days. It is not necessary to have a designated computer lab or to have all tests done concurrently.

Another option is to have testers work at home. You will have less control, but the context may be more realistic. For instance, if you are conducting a usability study of your benefits website and you recruit some of your own employees to do the testing, then having them complete the usability test at home re-creates a realistic setting. If as a tour operator you are trying to attract young professionals to several new adventure tours, then having your testers explore the websites at home also creates a natural environment. Usability tests done in informal settings can provide valuable information.

Step 4: Recruit testers.
As suggested at the outset, you will need at least five and no more than fifteen testers, and many studies have found that eight is a good number. In many cases, you can recruit testers who are just as appropriate as those that a commercial testing firm would use. Your testers should not be familiar with the website being evaluated. So, for instance, if you want information about your human resources website, you should seek volunteers who have not used that website (or at least have not used it recently). However, finding perfectly matched testers is often difficult or impossible. If you want to learn how well your website appeals to meeting planners, then the ideal testers are meeting planners who are unfamiliar with your hotel and its website. Because it will be hard to find and recruit such people, you might identify adults who have an appropriate background and are able to imagine themselves in such a role. Often colleagues and coworkers can help you recruit volunteers.

Testers are usually compensated quite modestly. If you pay eight testers $40 each for a 90-minute test, your $320 cost will be much lower than the thousands of dollars that

---


12 Nielsen, op.cit.
an outside company would charge to conduct your usability test. In some cases you might offer a meal at your restaurant, a pass for your resort pool, or a gift card in exchange for serving as a tester.

Another option for recruiting testers is to partner with your local college program in hospitality management. As in the study described above, even when they may not fit the target profile exactly, students can identify significant website problems and make actionable suggestions. One website usability study recruited students and rewarded them with $10 gift certificates for the campus bookstore. An advantage of using hospitality students as testers is that they will be motivated by a professional interest in the questions you are seeking to answer about your website.

**Step 5: Conduct the test.**

Have the testers read the scenario and questions and then ask for any clarifications before they start. Then leave them alone.

**Step 6: Analyze results.**

Findings can be entered into a spreadsheet or database program for analysis. No advanced statistical analysis is needed for usability methodology.

**Step 7: Take action.**

As the Cornell study shows, no matter what the overall evaluation results are, a well done usability study will yield actionable suggestions for how to improve the website. Some can be implemented without major changes to the website. For instance, more information, photos, or documents can be added. However, some suggested changes, such as a more logical overall structure or easier navigation, will require technical assistance. Most usability studies also identify what parts of the website are working well, so compliments to those responsible will be in order, too.

**Conclusion**

Usability testing is underused in the hospitality industry, not only for websites but also for procedure manuals, training materials, policy statements, investor communications, and other electronic and print documents. Yet most hospitality managers are able to conduct their own usability tests with just a moderate amount of effort and at a relatively low cost. The benefits will multiply as more people find your website or other communications clear, easy to use, professional, and persuasive.

---

**Seven content and organization standards that make websites more usable**

Research about how people use websites reveals that these content and organization standards are most relevant and most supported with evidence:

(1) **Create a positive first impression.** On the homepage communicate the site’s value and purpose, show all the major options, and limit the length so no scrolling is needed. On each landing page, customize the content to appeal to the type of user who reached your site by clicking through a particular linked site.

(2) **Tell a compelling story.** Connect ideas throughout the website by writing in an engaging voice and demonstrating that you understand users’ points of view. Unify the site with a coherent theme, metaphor, or concept. Coordinate text and graphics as story elements.

(3) **Organize logically from the user’s point of view.** Group related information. Layer information to meet different users’ needs; consider segmenting by purposes, questions, action sequences, products and services, or types of users. Avoid “pogosticking,” that is, making users backtrack repeatedly to connect related details.

(4) **Plant signposts.** Use descriptive page titles, category labels, and headings throughout to help users find and assimilate ideas quickly. Put key ideas towards the top of pages and sections. Organize pathway and gallery pages logically from the user’s perspective.

(5) **Make links clear.** Use substantive link labels to direct users to related content. Make the link labels and destination page names match. Include text, not just graphics for links. Give consistent cues to indicate what is clickable. Add verbs to links that denote actions. Differentiate links visited from links not yet visited.

(6) **Complement text with graphics.** Choose images, video, audio, and animation that are meaningful to users, who often prefer different graphic elements than do designers. Avoid images overlaid with text. Avoid graphics that slow downloading time.

(7) **Write clearly and concisely.** Make action sequences clear, avoid jargon that users won’t understand, define acronyms and abbreviations, and prefer active verbs.

---
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